Preface

Artificial Intelligence technology is of interest to many people around the world, including people in fields like science, technology and policy making. It is believed that AI will transform society in profound and, as yet, not fully understood ways. At the core of this transformation is the deployment of AI in applications that will improve the quality of life - or wellbeing - of the world’s population. IJCAI 2019 has a special track on AI for improving human-wellbeing in order to encourage research in this important area. Machine Learning techniques play a fundamental role in AI research and development. However, it is still unclear how more complex reasoning can be implemented and integrated with the progress we have seen from deep learning. The second special track of IJCAI 2019, understanding intelligence and human-level AI in the new machine learning era, considers the research of how far we have really come in terms of developing human-level AI and how we can bridge the remaining gap.

IJCAI-2019 has received a record number of 4,752 submitted papers (a 37% increase over IJCAI-ECAI 2018, itself a record breaker), of which 850 submissions have been accepted (17.8%). The special track on understanding intelligence and human-level AI in the new machine learning era and the special track on AI for improving human-wellbeing received 47 and 234 papers, respectively, of which 8 and 39 were accepted (respectively). All papers will have an oral presentation and will also be displayed as posters at the conference venue. Almost all of the papers received four reviews. The Program Committee consisted of 73 area chairs, 740 senior program committee members, 2,696 program committee members, 78 reviewers and 352 review assistants: this makes a total of 3,939 researchers who performed careful and rigorous reviews, discussed the papers and came to a recommendation. Authors had the opportunity to provide feedback to their reviews, which was then analyzed by the reviewing team at the time of discussion.

As in previous years, we have a journal track: these proceedings include 8 abridged versions of papers that have been published in AIJ and JAIR, and one paper from a special issue of the IBM Journal of Research and Development, without having ever been presented at a major conference. Again, as in previous years, we have a sister conference best paper track: these proceedings include 25 revised versions of award-winning papers from some of the top-level specialized AI conferences. We have 16 early career spotlight talks given by outstanding researchers who are 5 to 10 years post-doc; most of their talks come with a paper in the proceedings, providing a synthesis of their past and current research. Like last year, we have a survey track that provides an opportunity for AI researchers who are experts on a specific topic to give a talk presenting a synthesis survey of the topic and to publish a paper in the proceedings. We received 68 submissions, of which 12 were accepted. We also have, as usual, a demo track. These proceedings include short papers describing the accepted demos.

We have seven outstanding invited speakers: Giuseppe de Giacomo (Univ. Roma “La Sapienza”), Leslie Kaelbling (MIT), Zhi-Hua Zhou (Nanjing University), Adnan Darwich (UCLA), Hadas Kress-Gazit (Cornell University), Hiroaki Kitano (Sony Computer Science Laboratories) and Michela Milano (University of Bologna). We also have talks by the winners of these prestigious awards: the 2019 IJCAI Award for Research Excellence (Yoav Shoham), the 2019 John McCarthy Award (Pedro Domingos) and the 2019 Computers and Thought Award (Guy Van den Broeck).

A conference the size and scope of IJCAI-2019 requires tremendous effort from many people, to whom we are very grateful. First of all, the authors, who submitted the best of their work to this conference. Second, the program committee members, who made an effort to cope with the deadlines and the heavy load of work. Third, all of the people who helped in the different stages of the review process, especially Francisco (Tito) Cruz and Marc Pujol, who helped at all stages of the submission, review and program construction processes, and who spent weeks performing paper formatting quality control and giving professional feedback to the authors. Many others have helped in different phases of the process: Thomas Preuss, who gave constant technical support on ConfMaster; Laurent Charlin and Richard Zemel, who made the Toronto Paper Matching System (TPMS) available for the paper bidding phase; Blai Bonet, whose paper-to-reviewer software was used once again; and Marta Abad, who produced the program brochure. In addition to those whose work made the content of the conference possible, many worked to make the operation of the conference possible. The local arrangements committee (LAC) did a tremendous job for which we are very thankful. The LAC was co-chaired by Zhiguo Gong and Yangqiu Song. Andrew Jiang served as the local arrangement manager. The local arrangements require significant effort and we are very grateful to all of the LAC members: Dou Shen, Yilei Shao, Yu Zheng, Jingdong, Leong Hou, Yang Liu, Yiqiang Chen, Jindong Wang, Han Yu, Mikael Hansson, Xiaoping Chen, Derek Fai Wong, Jingzhi Guo, Shirley Siu, Hongming Zhang, Simon Fong, Chengqi Zhang, Yiyang Yang and Yuhong.

Finally, Vesna Sabljakovic-Fritz, Executive Secretary for IJCAI, deserves a huge thanks! She knows everything about IJCAI, its history and its practices, and she is always on top of everything. It would have been impossible for us to manage without her.

- Sarit Kraus (Program Chair)
- Thomas Eiter (Conference Chair)
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Awards and Distinguished Reviewers

The IJCAI-19 Award for Research Excellence, the John McCarthy Award and the Computers and Thought Award are awarded by the IJCAI Board of Trustees, upon recommendation by the IJCAI-19 Awards Selection Committee, which consists this year of:

- Marie des Jardins, University of Maryland, Baltimore County (USA)
- Sarit Kraus, Bar-Ilan University (ISRAEL)
- Dan Roth, The Beckman Institute, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (USA)
- Carles Sierra, Artificial Intelligence Research Institute (IIIA) (SPAIN)
- Michael Wooldridge, (Chair), Oxford University (UK)

The IJCAI Awards Selection Committee receives advice from members of the IJCAI-19 Awards Review Committee, who comment on the accuracy of the nomination material and provide additional information about the nominees. The IJCAI-19 Awards Review Committee is the union of the former Trustees of IJCAI, the IJCAI-19 Advisory Committee, the Program Chairs of the last three IJCAI conferences, and the past recipients of the IJCAI Award for Research Excellence and the IJCAI Distinguished Service Award, with nominees excluded.

IJCAI 2019 Award for Research Excellence

The winner of the 2019 Award for Research Excellence is Yoav Shoham, Professor of Computer Science at Stanford University. Professor Shoham is recognized for contributions to knowledge representation, multi-agent systems, and the economic foundations of AI.

The Research Excellence award is given to a scientist who has carried out a program of research of consistently high quality throughout an entire career yielding several substantial results.

**IJCAI 2019 Computers and Thought Award**

The winner of the 2019 IJCAI Computers and Thought Award is Guy Van den Broeck , Assistant Professor and Samuei Fellow at UCLA. Professor Van den Broeck is recognized for his contributions to statistical and relational artificial intelligence, and the study of tractability in learning and reasoning.

The Computers and Thought Award is presented at IJCAI conferences to outstanding young scientists in artificial intelligence. The award was established with royalties received from the book, Computers and Thought, edited by Edward Feigenbaum and Julian Feldman. It is currently supported by income from IJCAI funds.


**IJCAI 2019 John McCarthy Award**

The winner of the 2019 John McCarthy Award is Pedro Domingos, Professor at the University of Washington. Professor Domingos is recognized for contributions to machine learning and data science, and to unifying logic and probability.

The IJCAI John McCarthy Award is intended to recognize established mid-career researchers, typically between fifteen to twenty-five years after obtaining their PhD, that have built up a major track record of research excellence in artificial intelligence. Nominees of the award will have made significant contributions to the research agenda in their area and will have a first-rate profile of influential research results.

The award is named for John McCarthy (1927-2011), who is widely recognized as one of the founders of the field of artificial intelligence. As well as giving the discipline its name, McCarthy made fundamental contributions of lasting importance to computer science in general and artificial intelligence in particular, including time-sharing operating systems, the LISP programming languages, knowledge representation, common-sense reasoning, and the logicist paradigm in artificial intelligence. The award was established with the full support and encouragement of the McCarthy family.

Past recipients of this honor have been: Bart Selman (2015), Moshe Tennenholtz (2016), Dan Roth (2017) and Milind Tambe (2018).

**IJCAI 2019 Donald E. Walker Distinguished Service Award**

The IJCAI Distinguished Service Award 2019 winner is Francesca Rossi, Professor of Computer Science at the University of Padova, Italy, and Distinguished Research Staff Member of IBM Research, where she is the AI Ethics Global Leader. Professor Rossi is recognized for her substantial contributions, as well as her extensive service to the field of Artificial Intelligence in various roles throughout her career.


**IJCAI 2019 Minsky Medal**

The Marvin Minsky Medal for Outstanding Achievements in AI is named for Marvin Minsky (1927-2016), one of the founders of the field of AI; the award was initiated with the full support of the Minsky family in 2018.

The inaugural Minsky Medal was awarded in 2018 to the AlphaGo team. The second Marvin Minsky Medal is awarded to the team behind Libratus, led by Prof. Tuomas Sandholm of Carnegie Mellon University. Libratus made headlines in January 2017 when it beat a group of champion human poker players in a 20-day no-limit tournament. Poker is a big challenge for AI because any poker player has to deal with incomplete information. The latter makes the computational challenge orders of magnitude harder, as one can not simply decompose a game in independent subgames, as is possible with chess or Go. Libratus used fundamentally new techniques for dealing with incomplete information, which have great potential for applications far beyond games. Industry days Libratus will play in a live demonstration against audience members on Tuesday August 13th. 
Distinguished Program Committee Members

The quality of IJCAI 2019 program strongly depends on the hard work of the program committee members. Distinguished members were nominated by the Area Chairs and Senior Program Committee members for their exceptional reviewing contribution. In IJCAI 2019 there were 2818 program committee members and 772 senior program committee members who reviewed 4752 papers. Out of them 36 were selected as Distinguished Senior Program Committee Members, 4 as Highly Distinguished Program Committee members and 113 as Distinguished Program Committee members.
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